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The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

Choose the correct answer from the following
alternatives :

(a) Ream ^5^1^

Statistics deals with only

(i)

qualitative data

(U)

quantitative data
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( 2 )

(iii) (i)^^

Both (i) and (ii)

(iv)

None of the above

The observation which occurs most

frequently in a data set is called

(i) ^t(M

median

(ii)

mode

(iU)

arithmetic mean

(iv)

geometric mean

(c)

The measures of dispersion cannot be

(i) ̂
zero

(U)

negative

(iii)

positive

(iv)

three .
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WhichofthefoUowingisnot^
value of con-elation coefficientp""""'
"> « (n) 1-5
m) -0-07 0

(ej Y = 21-3X 'i5)<pi=i:5p5 5i5f
In the regression equation K = 21-^i'
the slope is '

21

-3 (w) 3

(f) ^

Price relative is equal to

bpjv© ^ej/

price in the current year
price in the base year *

O  X X 100

price in the base year
price in the current year

(iii) Dp|\iKi<A X 100
price in the current year x loo

(iv) X 100
price in the base year x loo

(i)

m
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( 4 )

2. ^551^ %T ^ ̂ = 2x6=12
Answer the following questions in brief :

(a) ^
I

Differentiate between qualitative and
quantitative data with examples.

(b) 1^ ^ ̂ C<pl«il "551 ?
Why is median called positional average?

(c) ^ ^ 1% ?
What are the requisites of a good
measure of dispersion?

(d) WIW

State the assumptions relating to
Pearson's coefficient of correlation.

(e) "2013 W ^ ^ 2014 W ̂
125." I

"Index number of prices for 2014 taking
2013 as base year is 125." Write the
meaning of the statement.

(f) % ^ ^
v£fe| I

Distinguish between a fixed base and a
chain base index number along with a
suitable example.
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3. (a) £n''jR<p c^=f is!iO?r ij|®rv!) 1T5|% i

W I «iPi<p[<p^ei (ci?^(:<?(*H) t%? 2+1+5+1=9
Distinguish between primary and
secondary data. What are the different
measurement scales used for measuring
quantitative data? Explain with suitable
examples. What is tabulation of data?

"smr/ Or

(b) TpjR f^'am

^ I "5nC=T f%? A ^
-53<T^ -^31^1^ <^1^ ■5IH?9 1^ I 4+2+3=9
Explain the construction of histograrn in
respect of equal class intervals. What do
you mean by independence of attributes?
Give a criterion for the independence of
two attributes A and B.

4. ^ ̂  ^ 2m ^ 1^ ;
5x2=10

Answer any ttw> questions finm the following:

(a) C^§1? t C^ft^
£f^f^ ^ I 2+3=5
Define measures of central tendency.
Discuss the characteristics of an ideal
measure of central tendency.
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( 6 )

(b) ^  awDra 100^ ̂  ^ 15
^  3. ■# C^n^ C*te 250'&t
^  ̂ ^ 15-6 ^ "SW

a/13-44, C^ 1^ cnfe^ "SIW
R&lR I

(c)

The first of the two samples has
100 items with mean 15 and standard
deviation 3. If the whole group has
250 items with mean 15-6 and s.d.
a/13-44, then '.find the standard
deviation of second group.

1% ^(,1^1)^0 -^7 ^£fgT
1^<=R a«H 0, 2-5, 0*7

18-75.

"^^FST I lif&t ^3p5T
C<PWTC<i ftw't
^ I l+2-t-2=5

What purpose is served by skewness?
The first four central moments of a
distribution are 0, 2-5, 0-7 and 18-75.
Check the skewness and kurtosis of the
distribution. Discuss how the kurtosis
of a distribution can be measured.
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5. ^ %|^ ̂  ̂  ^ ^ :

Answer any tujo questions from the foUowing ;
(a) Wmn

r  ̂ ^ I

.  2+4=6What are the uses of correlation? Show
that correlation coefficient ris indepen
dent of change of origin and scale.

(b) 1% ^7
r = 5 + 2.8X^ X = 3-0-5y,

X'4fIC4C^T?. 2+4=6
What are the assumptions made
in linear regression model? Can
y = 5+2-8X and X = 3-0-5y be the
estimated regression equation of 7 on X
and X on y respectively?

(c)

3'»P/434

^tfr^'=r4 ^sTKf^ 'wm
^ \ y = a + bx + cx^

a, b c I 2+4=6

Define partial correlation coefficient
with examples. Fit a second degree
parabola of the form y = a+bx + cx^,
where a, b and c are constants.
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6. (a) (i) 1% ^
c^ wm^

^ I 2+4=6
Define index number. Discuss the
various problems that are faced in
the construction of index number.

(ii)

1" R^RjClJl ■« I d^-C4^
2+3=5

"Index numbers are economic
barometers." Elucidate the state
ment. What are the advantages of
chain-base indices?

Or

(b) (i) ^
C4 ^ £tw<r^

1  2+4=6
Why is Fisher's index number
called ideal? Show that it satisfies
both the time reversal and factor
reversal tests,

(ii) ^ mSr

Discuss the different methods of
construction of consumer price
index number.

★ ★★
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